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Introduction

This document describes the design of  use cases and pilots for  the integration between
eReuse and TiS.  First,  it  focuses on mapping  high  level  value propositions  and service
offerings for different customer segments to more fine grained use cases. It  continues to
describe  the  preliminary  investigation  and  planned  evaluation  processes  throughout  the
pilots.

Section 1 - Explanation of the work carried out and overview of the progress

Starting from the customer segments relevant  for  the TiS integration,  we map out  value
propositions, service offerings and finally use cases for each customer segment.

Overview of the stakeholders of the circular economy of electronics

Our potentially customers segments  are all the stakeholders that participate in the circular
economy of electronics. Today our customers are grouped into three groups: 1) suppliers of
used devices interested in monitoring the full chain of custody and social impact created in
reuse, reporting social impact and chain of custody to its device sources and to receive and
economic  reward  in  exchange  of  devices,  2)  refurbishers  are  businesses  that  refurbish
devices using a set of tools that allow them to reliably erase its data, performing tests and
benchmarks, algorithmic estimation of price for a B2B marketplace, and reinstalling the OS,
and  3)  retailers  that  purchase  refurbished  devices  from  refurbishers  and  distribute  it  to
second-hand consumers via ecommerce and physical storefronts, offer warranty, post sales
support, maintenance  and ensure takeback or final recycling. 
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In the above drawing we show interactions between circular economy stakeholders. Some of
them are customer segments and others are 3rd channels (See Deliverable D4.2 for more
information).  For a better understanding: 1) in bold we identify the users who participate in
our pilot project and will test the integration with the TIS, 2) Between parenthesis we put a
number to identify the flow of devices that appears in the above graph. 

"First use" users, as depicted in the drawing (also refered to as suppliers in the beginning of
this section) , are public administrations, companies or individuals willing to donate their used
devices, and ITAMs - IT Asset Management businesses that manage their customers' device
fleets.

In order to get rid of their devices, suppliers access one of to two types of reuse programs : i)
Non-profit reuse programs, which are usually run by  Digital Divide Initiatives and Zero
Waste  Initiatives,  which  operate  individually  or  are grouped  in  collaborative/commons
platforms,  or   ii)  Commercial  reuse programs that  normally  pay a  fee for   devices  they
receive. At this point  supplier and  reuse circuit (Digital Initiative or directly a refurbisher)
sign an agreement to transfer the devices, in exchange for  economic reward or for social
impact.  In this exchange, reuse programs take the role of buyback, as they acquire used
devices from their user.  The offer of a non-profit program is social impact that the donation
will have, and the offer of the commercial reuse program, is to pay for the devices. In the first
case traceability is more important because suppliers (e.g. a public administration) want to
be able to trace devices to validate the claim on social impact. In the second case traceability
is not so important, the supplier's motivation here is to have an economic reward.

At  suppliers  facilities,  usually  there  is  a  selection  process  through  which  devices  with
sufficient use value are  assigned to  refurbishers and those with  insufficient use value  to
recyclers. If data of devices has not been erased, data erasure must be carried out by ITAMs
at suppliers' facilities, or by refurbishers at their own facilities. Devices are received and
refurbished (1) by refurbishers and acquired (2) by retailers, who can be for-profit or non-
profit in the case of Digital Divide Initiatives. Retailers distribute (3) devices to users locally
or  export  them to other countries. Some users may need maintenance which is done by
service (4) businesses. When auser wants to get rid of his device, his retailer makes sure
that  it  enters  (5)  a  reuse circuit  again  if  the  device  still  has  sufficiently  high  use value.
Otherwise it is send (6) to an authorized recyler.

Overview of TiS customer segments
 
In our pilot  project  users of  the  eReuse community  will  test  the integration with the TIS
platform and the use of smart tags to control devices and components.  In this section, we
describe them briefly.  
We have chosen 8 customer segments with different business needs:  1) Buyback: use a
scoring and  pricing  systems to  automate the price  calculation  for  the  purchase of  used
computers, 2) Retailer: A B2B service to purchase refurbished computers and to assess the
state of functioning and features of computers in order to offer warranty or its extension, 3)
Service: a desktop application that allows to check the incidences of an individual computer
registered in the system, including hardware details about each component and provide post
sale channel support,  4) Exporters: secure tags that report and certify the state of, either
good  operation  or  its  classification  as  ewaste,  of  the  computers  being  exported,  5)
refurbishers:  can share their  certified stocks with retailers,  6) ITAD/ITAM:  ITADs are IT
asset  disposal  companies  and  ITAMs are IT  asset  management  companies,  they  are
interested in data security and compliance solutions and stock sharing, 7) Recyclers: being
able to offer their collection services and reporting systems to the competent authorities and,
finally 8) Digital divide initiatives: public or NGOs, similar to retailers, but must guarantee a
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fair price to receivers, with a minimal charge for circularity services to support economically
disadvantaged recipients while ensuring traceability until final recycling.

Customer goals and pains

Customers of TIS service providers usually have more than one role among those presented
below. 

Customer
segment

Gains Pains

(1)
Buyback

Repurchase from consumer, bulk
liquidation or collection points for

recycling 

Photometrics, rating, pricing, inventory
management, marketplace, chain of

custody to consumers.

(2)
Retailers

Purchase refurbished devices, sells
via website, physical storefront,

offers warranty, distribution, post
sales support

Certified marketplace (rating, pricing,
refurbish), chain of custody during reuse

and until recycling.

(3) 
Service

 Repair, Field Service, Maintenance
Internal device tracking,  remote testing,

help desk.

(4) 
Exporter

Import/export refurbished devices,
similar to retailers

Certify refurbished devices to
governments during export process and

ensure final recycling of exports.

(5)
Refurbisher

 Refurbish, testing, software
licensing & data security, warehouse

Certify refurbished devices to retailers,
tagging, testing, pricing, inventory

management, marketplace.

(6) 
ITAM / ITAD

Asset IT management, data security
and downstream compliance until

disposal

Tagging assets, data wiping, ensure
recycling after reuse and chain of custody

to donors.

(7)
Recylers

Recycling of devices and traceability
until final disposal

Ensure and report final recycling to the
competent authorities or to reuse circuits

they collaborate
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(8)
Digital

Divide and
Zero waste
Initiatives

Capture donor devices, distribute
devices to social recipients, prevent
waste generation, close digital divide

Idem buyback but compensates from the
social or environmental impact generated

by reuse, idem retailers addressed to
social recipients and must guarantee

severe donors compliance and ensure
waste prevention performance.

Value propositions
• (1)  buyback:  purchase  used  products  directly  from  consumers  or  recyclers  and

compensate them economically.
◦ use  a  scoring  and  pricing  systems  to  automate  the  price  calculation  for  the

purchase of used computers. Easy bulk processing of devices.
◦ use a channel  as an installed  app in  a refurbished devices  for  consumers to

assess the value of devices and buy them from the consumer. 
• (2)  retailer:  purchase  refurbished  devices  from  refurbishers/brokers/renting/

marketplaces, sells via website, has physical storefront, offers warranty, distribution,
post sales support in agreements with maintenance service providers.
◦ request secure tags and supply them to its partners (buyback, refurbishers).
◦ use a B2B service to confidently purchase refurbished computers to refurbishers

and to assess the state of functioning and features of computers in order to offer
warranty or its extension to consumers.

◦ use a B2C services (online or physical) and secure tags to enable customers to
ensures quality control and brand protection.

◦ offer warranty models to help businesses to move from selling to renting.
◦ use a device tracking system to ensure chain of custody during reuse and offer

takeback mechanisms to collect devices from consumers.
• (3) service: repair and maintenance service to device users.

◦ a  desktop  application  that  allows  to  check  the  incidences  of  an  individual
computer registered in the system, 

◦ use a device management system with hardware details about each component
and provide post sale channel support.

• (4) exporter: Import and/or export refurbished devices
◦ use a system to certify the state of refurbished devices to governments, either 

good operation or its classification as ewaste, during export process and usage of
secure tags linked to a certified registry.

◦ similar to retailers use a device tracking system to ensure chain of custody during 
reuse and offer takeback mechanisms to collect devices from consumers.

• (5)  refurbisher:  Refurbish from retailers’  devices  or  digital  divide and zero waste
initiatives,
◦ add secure tags to devices
◦ use an embedded system to optimize refurbishment and management of device

stocks.
◦ use a scoring systems to asses the potential for reuse.
◦ use a shared traceability system to ensure chain of custody with device suppliers,

retailers and recyclers 
◦ a B2B system to share and sell their certified stocks with retailers.

• (6) ITAM / ITAD: Management of IT infrastructures, data security and downstream
compliance until disposal.
◦ a software to certify data wiping process.
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◦ use a shared traceability system to ensure final recycling.
◦ use a scoring and pricing systems to automate the price calculation for the selling

of used computers.
◦ a B2B to share and sell their stocks with buybacks.

• (7) recyclers: Recycling of devices and traceability until final disposal    
◦ use a shared traceability system with device suppliers (collection points, OEMs,..),

refurbishers and retailers. 
◦ ensure and report final recycling to the competent authorities.
◦ being able to offer their collection services to retailers.

• (8) digital divide and zero waste initiatives:  Capture donor devices and distribute
to social recipients ensuring waste prevention and closing the digital divide. They act
as  a  buyback,  but  instead  of  purchasing  devices  the  initiatives  usually  get  them
through donations,  reporting the impact of such donations to the donors. In some
cases  it  also  plays  the role  of  retailer,  but  the  selling  price  of  the  products  and
potential receivers is conditioned by the license defined by the donors, for example
the licence obligates a guarantee for fair pricing to receivers, with a minimal charge
for circularity services to support economically disadvantaged receivers.
◦ request TIS secure tags and supply them to its partners (refurbishers).
◦ use  a  shared  traceability  system  with  device  suppliers  (donors),  refurbishers,

retailers and recyclers. 
◦ use a system to define a license fixed to devices to ensure compliance during full

device lifespan.
◦ use a system to report to donors the social, economical and environmental impact

of reuse.
◦ other requirements of buyback and retailer role.

Service offerings per customer segment

Platform as a Service (PaaS)

Our current commercial model is based on a platform as a service (cost as a percentage of
the price of sale). The sale price of second-hand products is determined by an algorithm
accepted  by  the  entities  participating  in  platforms.  Our  proposal  including  TIS  tags  and
modules that is being accepted by the community of users of a platform is the following:

• The supplier is the entity that supplies devices to a reuse platform, usually a digital
divide  and  zero  waste  initiative in  agreement  with  private  and  public  donors,
typically gets 10% of the sale price for the costs of donor agreements, compliance,
reporting and sharing traceability with refurbishers and retailers. 

• The refurbisher gets 40%.

• The retailer gets 40%.

• The platform service providers supporting the required software services gets the
remaining 10%. Services are explained below.

Software as a Service (SaaS)

It consists of offering the platform services to each of the parties separately. 

◦ To  the  supplier:  it  can  be  an  ITAMs/ITADs,  recyclers,  retailers,  buyback
business, brokers, social  investors or a Digital Divide and Zero Waste initiative
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willing to supply devices to a reuse platform that meets ereuse traceability and
quality standard.

▪ Device supply traceability  : A distributed traceability solution for device custody
and license compliance based on open traceability standards to ensure chain
of custody of devices until recycling  keeping track of their way and license
(non-profit, fair pricing,...) through other organizations, locations, and changes
in status and quality (upgrade/repair) in their components. It allows to request
secure tags and distribute them to its partners. It  generates the necessary
reports to monitor the supplier  commitments and the impact  of reuse.  The
price  is  50€/month to  define  supply  licenses  and  access  to  the  reporting
portal.

▪ Device supply - buyback  . The buyback entity can have an operational server
(Workbench Server)  and a device  inventory or/and a downloadable  device
desktop and smartphones app to assess users devices  to  create buyback
offers to consumers. Maintaining one Workbench server and technical support
is  set  at  a  price  of  50€/month and  a  cost  of  50€/month  for sending  500
monthly device buyback offers (Desktop and Smartphones). This service also
include  a  B2B  system  to  exchange  devices.  It  does  not  include  Device
Refurbishment service.

◦ To the refurbisher:

▪ Device  Refurbishment  .  A  device  refurbishment  environment  to  easy  and
secure bulk  registering  and identification  of  devices  and a B2B system to
exchange certified has a cost of 100€/month.   The refurbisher needs to have
an operational server (Workbench Server) and the cost per server (location)
and technical support is set at a price of  50€/month per server. Each extra
workbench server has an increase of 50€/month.. 

◦ To the Retailer: Retailer and Maintenance.

▪ Device  Retail  .  The  retailers  need  access  to  a  B2B  broker  to  purchase
refurbished computers and provide access to consumers wanting to know the
status of devices to help them to decide the purchase. This is set at a price of
50€/month.

▪ Device  Retail  -  help  desk  maintenance  .  During  the  warranty  period  it  is
necessary to have a help desk channel for customers that allows retailers and
maintenance  service  to  know  the  status  of  the  devices  and  whether  the
standard  components  have  been  modified.  The  access  to  the  help  desk
system has a cost of  50€/month  and includes 1,000 devices per help desk.
Each extra 500 active devices has an increase of 50€/month.

▪ Device  Retail  -  traceability  and  takeback  .  The  retailer  is  responsible  for
maintaining the traceability  of the devices it  has introduced to the second-
hand market, even after the warranty period has expired. Hosting a device
that is kept online and updated with the desktop app and the smartphone app
has a costs 40 cents €/year. This cost also includes informing the user of the
processes to be carried out to return the devices and to make buyback offers
in order to capture them again.
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Use cases

The following use cases describe customers’ needs in terms of system functionalities. In this
deliverable  we do  not  go into  detail  in  the  processes  of  interaction  with  the TagitSmart
system, but only identify the need to provide greater intelligence to this processes. In the
deliverable  D2.3  Process  Design  (draft  /  final)  or  the  Intermediate  report  this  detail  is
provided. 

1 Registration and refurbishment

1.1 Device custody and compliance

Define  a  license  fixed  to  devices  to  ensure  compliance  during  full  device  lifespan  and
reporting chain of custody and license compliance during buyback, refurbishment, retail, use
until final recycling. 

Customer segments:  Supplier  (ITAM/ITAD,  donor,  collection  point,  buyback or  a Digital
Divide and Zero Waste initiative)

Service offerings: Device License

1.2 Validate delivery and report missing and additional devices

Compare expected and actually delivered devices and report differences, i.e. missing and
additional devices.

Customer segments: Refurbisher, Supplier

Service offerings: Device Refurbishment

1.3 Register and tag devices

Bulk register devices to process, add secure tags and manage them further via an inventory
system.

Customer segments: ITAD, refurbisher, buyback

Service offerings: Device Refurbishment

1.4 Refurbishing and manual testing

Internal and external cleaning, change battery, manual tests of device components.

Customer segments: Refurbisher

Service offerings: Device Refurbishment

1.5 Triage

A scoring systems to asses the potential for reuse to filter out devices that can not be reused.

Customer segments: ITAD, Refurbisher

Service offerings: Device Refurbishment
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1.6 Verified erasure of data

Generate verified reports of physical or digital erasure of data, typically stored in hard drives,
using acknowledged standards.

Customer segments: ITAD, Refurbisher

Service offerings: Device Refurbishment

1.7 Certify quality of refurbishment and brand protection

Ensure  quality  of  repairs  is  carried  out  according  to  established  standards  and  provide
standard or extended warranty increasing trust and protecting a distributors brand.

Customer segments: Refurbisher

Service offerings: Device Refurbishment

1.8 Share certified stocks with retailers

A B2B system to share and sell their certified stocks with retailers.

Customer segments: Refurbisher

Service offerings: Device Buyback, Device Refurbishment

1.9 Make traceable improvements to device

Make improvements that increase the device's value and that are transparent to retailers.

Customer segments: Refurbisher

Service offerings: Device Refurbishment

2 Distribution

2.1 View certified stocks from refurbishers

A B2B system to view certified stocks from refurbishers.

Customer segments: Retailer

Service offerings: Device Retail

2.2 Share and url where consumers can view certified stocks

The retailer can add a url where the consumer can consult the certificates of refurbishment
and other information to assess whether to make the purchase.

Customer segments: Retailer

Service offerings: Device Retail

2.3 View device price and rate

View automatically calculated device rate and price to assess purchasing of device.

Customer segments: Buyback, retailer, refurbisher

Service offerings: Device Retail, Device Refurbishment, Device Buyback
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2.4 Value accounting, costs and compensations

Automatically calculate compensations depending on contributions made to facilitate reuse of
a device (e.g. buyback, refurbishment, retail, storage, etc.).

Customer segments: Included in platform as a service

Service offerings: Platform as a service

2.5 Transfer devices to another service provider or end-user

Transfer  devices  to  another  service  provider.  Transfer  custody,  possession  and  update
location of devices. Possibly also transfer device ownership.

Customer segments: All

Service offerings: All

2.6 Check incidences of device in operation

Check incidences of device in operation to provide post sale channel and warranty support.

Customer segments: Maintenance

Service offerings: Device help desk

2.7 Provide post sale channel support

Provide post  sale  channel  support  such as  help  with device  issues,  revalidate  purchase
experience, identify new revenue opportunities and community building. 

Customer segments: Maintenance

Service offerings: Device help desk

2.8 Ensure import / export and recycling compliance

Ensure compliance with customers, import and export legislations. Use a system to certify
the state of refurbished devices to governments, either good operation or its classification as
ewaste, during export process and usage of secure tags linked to a certified registry. Similar
to retailers use a device tracking system to ensure chain of custody during reuse and offer
takeback mechanisms to collect devices from consumers.

Customer segments: Exporter

Service offerings: Device Retailer

3 Identify, view and exchange device information

3.1 Track device and characteristics

View  device  characteristics  and  state  including  performance,  functionality,  repair  state,
current location, user and owner if applicable.

Customer segments: Refurbisher and Retailer

Service offerings: All
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3.2 View trusted state of device by scanning its tag

View the correct trusted state of a device when scanning its tag. Correct state implies that
tag and device data must be secure from manipulation (e.g. copying of tag, manipulation of
associated data) by non-authorized parties.

Customer segments: Refurbishers, Retailer and End-user

Service offerings: All

3.3 Easily identify whether a device has been correctly refurbished

Identify whether a device has been correctly refurbished without needing to scan its NFC or
QR tag.

Customer segments: Retailer and end-user

Service offerings: All

3.4 Exchange certified data about devices

Share  device  information  to  assess  their  characteristics  (price,  score,  performance,
functionality, state...) and eventually exchange them. 

Customer segments: All

Service offerings: Device Buyback, Device Refurbishment and Device Retail

4 Reporting

4.1 Report internal custody chain for donation

Export  custody  chain,  i.e.  previous  owners  and  possessors,  of  devices  in  standard  file
format.

Customer segments: The supplier

Service offerings: Device license

4.2 Report circularity performance

Report circularity performance, i.e. reuse percentage, of circulated devices for a donation to
donors.

Customer segments: The supplier

Service offerings: Device license

4.3 Report circularity of providers

Report circularity performance of providers and generate inputs and open-data for circularity
indicators  such as  durability,  running  time,  number  of  times a  device  has been  reused,
usage-time,  performance  of  device,  destination  after  use,  repairability,  upgradability,
recyclability and performance of brands and models.

Customer segments: Supplier
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Service offerings: Device license

Process: Preliminary investigation and continuous validation

An investigation  was  carried  out  to  identify  the  current  customer  experience  as  well  as
potential business opportunities for different customer segments relevant for TiS integration.

Based on existing customer needs and new business opportunities, the value propositions,
service offerings and use cases as described above were developed.

The pilots  will  be held  to validate  the underlying assumptions of  existing and to explore
further business opportunities.

1 Preliminary investigation of user experience and market opportunities

This document has included the user requirements that  we collect at the end of the M1
where eReuse held the first co-design session as an event of the Mobile Social Congress.
The DondeloTiro  partner  presented the TIS project  and we our  proposal  to  the  eReuse
community.  Twenty-nine  people  from  twenty-two  entities  attended.  From  M1  to  M4  the
customer and user experience and marketing teams hold several meetings, interviews and
training sessions with the eReuse community. Nine entities were interviewed to identify the
necessary usability  enhancements of  the eReuse.org  Device Hub module  (See D2.1  for
further explanations of this module).

2 Pilots

Two pilots have been planned to validate the use case model described above as well as
circular processes, software and services released in WP2. This description has been made
in month 3 of the project so it does not go into detail.  In deliverable D3.2 Use case pilot
(interim) and in the deliverable Interim Report you will find a more updated version of the
pilots

2.1 First pilot with TiS tags

First pilot scheduled forM5 to M8 aims to test and validate basic concepts on a small scale.
As such,  it  focus on the primary customer segments (ITAD/ITAM, refurbishers,  retailers,
digital divide iniativies (DDI) and recyclers) and end-users.

2.1.1 Collection of devices

On June (M5) is expected that the refurbisher Alencop collect 570 devices from Seidor.es
ITAD  facilities. This ITAD is responsible for carrying out the disposal of the equipment of the
Barcelona municipality. In this pilot, 390 desktops of the ACER, HP and 120 monitors of the
ACER, DELL and HP brands will be refurbished and distributed by others retailers and DDI.
For  these  devices  we  will  use  tagitsmart  tags  eReuse.org  Tag  and  new  DeviceHub
developed (For further explanations see D2.1). 
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2.1.2 Preparation for distribution

At the beginning of July (M6) devices will  be tagged with TagItsmart tags at refurbisher's
facility. The devices that pass the performance tests will  be published in a B2B portal for
retailers. There are at least three retailers that will participate in its distribution, which are:
donalo.org, abacus.coop and the same Alencop that is also retailer. Devices that do not pass
the certification tests performed will be recycled by ACS recycling. 

2.1.3 Distribution and validation of NFC TagItSmart tags

At the end of July (M6) month retailers pick some of these devices from the facilities of
refurbishers and read the tag to confirm the reception and ensure the device is properly
certified.  These devices will  be delivered to end users who will  be able to apply a more
thorough validation or learn about the life-cycle of the device by reading the ID Tag. In this
first test the end-user will read the QR/NFC TagItSmart tag  which leads the user to a Web
App with the information about the device.  Through NFC, devices will  be scanned faster,
reliably especially in low-light conditions providing easier and more comfortable identification
of  devices  and  more  secure.  We've  tested  resistance  (environmental,  friction)  and  data
reading tests with a smartphone app have been performed on it.

2.1.4 Second test with photochromic TagItSmart tags

At the beginning of September a second test will be performed, the end-user can also read
the photochromic tag to ensure the veracity of the tag by illuminating it. The Web App, in step
2, allows to illuminate the Tag correctly using the phone flashlight (Android smartphones) or
instructs how to illuminate the tag manually in case their smartphone is not compatible (no
flashlight for example). This photochromic tag is necessary since not all users have an NFC
reader so users  uses the URL extracted from the QR code, and this is more insecure. To
improve  security  the  photochromic  tag  has  been  added  to  let  the  user  validate  the
authenticity of the tag.

2.2 Second pilot  with remaining customer segments 

The second and final  pilot  from M8 to M9 will  expand on the first  one and focus on the
following  customer  segments:  buyback,  service,  exporters.  Planning  of  this  pilot  will  be
further detailed in M6-M7.

3 Key performance indicators (KPIs)

During the pilots, we measure the following metrics to track our performance and validate the
use  case  model  described  above  as  well  as  circular  processes,  software  and  services
released in WP2.

3.1 Quantitative metrics

3.1.1 Platform usage statistics
Usage statistics based on the device events are captured monthly through the entire project
period throughout the entire project period.
3.1.2 User experience of support documents and process definitions.
User experience of the websites for support documents and process definitions is measured 
through on-site questionnaire. The metrics is of three degrees: not useful, moderately useful 
and very useful. The metric is displayed as three icons as shown in the following image.
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3.2 Qualitative metrics

We will carry out a survey on customer satisfaction before the implementation (beginning of
July) and after (end of July) to measure the impact of TiS integration.

The survey will ask the following questions in order to measure customer experience and
loyality.  Participants  in  the  survey  will  be  asked  give  a  rating  from  1  to  5  and  a  brief
explanation.

• How likely would you be to recommend our company’s service to a friend?

• Do you intend to continue using the devicetag platform and associated tools?

• How satisfied are you about your decision to use devicetag? Does our service live up
to your expectations? 

• How does our service compare to your ‘ideal’ service in terms of quality and reliability
and responsibilities?

Section 2 - Conclusions

In this document,  we have mapped out the value propositions,  service offerings and use
cases based on customer segments relevant for TiS integration.

We have also described the customer experience and marketing activities leading to the use
cases as well as the pilots to validate and expand the use cases as well as the software,
processes and services released in WP2.

Through M4 to M9, we will expand on the work done with the second pilot focusing on the
remaining customer segments.

Section 3 - References
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